
hat do you get when you throw 
together a bold juxtaposition of 

local African craft and cutting-edge 
design? When you add a touch of rock-

and-roll flavour (think The Rolling Stones or Eric 
Clapton) to the now somewhat predictable (yet 
still undeniably popular) African game-lodge 
style? The answer lies deep within the Phinda 
Private Game Reserve in Northern KwaZulu-
Natal, one of the most diverse and celebrated 
Big-Five reserves in Africa. Here, close to the 
eerily beautiful Dry Sand Forest, stands the 
first of fifteen proposed luxurious residential 
African homesteads developed by Tara Getty 
and &Beyond (formerly CC Africa). 

Having worked some years previously on 
Getty House (the Getty family’s private home 
at Phinda), designer Chris Browne took on the 
interior challenge of what is essentially the first 
private residential safari home of its kind.

However, designing with a private client in 
mind brought with it the usual ‘libra-esque’ 
balancing scale of creating the right amount 
of glamour, comfort and functionality without 
seeming too consciously designed. ‘The starting 
point for the interior concept was to give the 
buyer a taste of a traditional safari home but to 
deliver it in a non-clichéd style,’ says Browne, 
who together with architect Nick Plewman, 
decided on a thatch vernacular to ‘make the 
most of the location’. Neither Browne nor 

Chris Browne’s reCent ‘afriCan-
homestead’ projeCt at phinda 
private Game reserve provides an 
innovative and Covetous take  
on safari style in kwazulu-natal 
text AMELIA SIMONOW photographS DOOK

CloCkwise from top riGht  stepping stones crossing a cool-green lily pond lead from the main homestead to the  
gym pavilion; baskets woven locally near hluhluwe have been painted in plascon’s ‘Glorious Gold’; a bowl filled with 
vertebrae tied together with string; dahla hulme’s ‘Bone’ table adds an edgy organic rawness to the homestead’s interior

So long Safari

hand-painted headrests from amatuli fine art cluster beneath 
a chrome-and-glass table from Comfort Creations. the sofa is 
covered in quilted ‘sunbrella’ fabric from mavromac
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CloCkwise from top left  the remarkable beaded pendants hanging here were sourced from kerry elliot at abundant african art; the custom-
designed dining-room paco rug was inspired by a photograph of sawn logs; bone-white tea-light holders by marina walsh; the pool loungers are from  
the modern Garden Company; Browne’s african take on the Campana brothers’ famous ‘pig’ table; a botanical ‘protea’ bowl from Ceramic matters

Plewman needed to look far for inspiration, being 
surrounded by a verdant tapestry of bushveld 
foliage, honey-coloured savannah grasses and 
the seemingly never-ending African sky. ‘Sky and 
savannah seemed the obvious way to go,’ confirms 
Browne, ‘accented with little KwaZulu-Natal twists 
and a nod to its Zulu provenance and heritage.’

And what a nod! The homestead’s interior 
is infused with Zulu crafts sourced from the 
Zamimpilo market on the N2 and the side 
of William Nicol Road in Johannesburg. ‘It’s 
difficult not to use Zulu pieces in this area but at 
the same time a lot of these objects have become 
predictable and a bit high-street,’ Browne adds. 
But with some quirky twists, such as using a 
large carved hippo as a table base (inspired by 
the Campana brothers’ famous ‘Pig’ table) and 
painting it, along with woven baskets, headrests 
and other African artefacts in the same accent 
colour, Browne has pulled far away from 
anything even approaching ‘predictable’ or 
‘high-street’. The colour itself is unique; a pallid, 
tobacco-stained shade of yellow that also covers 
the curved modular sofa and cushions in the 
exterior sitting room. ‘It is a peculiar colour and 
a bit off,’ remarks Browne, ‘but it has its roots in 
the look of dried savannah, or pale lion fur.’ 

With the help of his assistant, Nicole Merlo, 
whom Browne praises for hours of dedication 
and passion to the project, the pair also sourced  
pieces from African designers such as Ceramic 
Matters, Streetwires and Marina Walsh. Rugs 
covering the wooden and tiled floors across the 
homestead were custom designed and made up 
by Paco, one particular design being thought 
up by Merlo after seeing a picture of sawn 
logs in a magazine. Further additions, such as 
the remarkable hornet-nest shaped beaded 
chandeliers hung throughout, the python-skin 
chair and the morbid beauty of Dahla Hulme’s 

‘it’S a Space 
for people to 
reconnect with 
themSelveS  
and friendS and 
family’ chriS Browne
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aBove  the lantern-lit boma – the chairs were made up by Browne’s metal supplier 
in johannesburg and the cushions covered in a vibrant, scrapbook-look fabric 
from fabric nation Below photographer david Ballam’s images of bare-rooted, 
suspended plants were printed on panels and blinds used throughout the homestead



animal-bone side table set on cast-iron clawed  
feet along with the contemporary Haldane Martin 
chairs and sleek custom-built wooden units 
concealing plasma-television screens and wireless-
internet points, create a strong sense of this being 
somebody’s private abode. ‘I was designing for 
someone who has it all but still appreciates the 
simple things in life,’ says Browne. ‘It’s a space for 
people to reconnect with themselves and friends 
and family. I hope the person who buys this house 
has a sense of humour and throws lots of parties. 
oligarchs and royalty are also welcome!’ Let’s add 
to that a Rolling Stone or two.

With a state-of-the-art gym housed in an 
outdoor pavilion surrounded by cool-green 
lily ponds and an infinity pool providing 
uninterrupted views across the bush, no more 
incentives would be required it seems for this 
African homestead to appeal to those accustomed 
to luxury on a high-end scale. But add to this a 
private airfield, a fully equipped 4x4-safari vehicle, 
countless personal staff from game trackers to 
chefs to homestead hosts, unlimited access to  
23 000 hectares of Big-Five habitat and world-
class diving sites on the nearby Maputaland 
coastline, and the attraction certainly does rise 
into oligarch, royalty and rock-star territory. 

It is a combination of elements – put in place 
by Browne and the team from &Beyond – and the 
breathtaking location, which will undoubtedly 
spark a new style trend for the organic, modern 
and yearningly glamorous. 
n Call Louise Dougherty 011 809 4523; email 
louise.dougherty@andbeyond.com or visit www.
africanhomesteads.com for further information

aBove  Browne’s assistant nicole merlo trawled local markets and roadsides for authentic african retro trinkets and artefacts, giving the 
homestead individuality and personality with a strong african flavour Below the state-of-the-art gym beckons both the image-conscious 
and the overindulgent. for the self-conscious, louvered doors can be pulled closed to provide an airy inner sanctum for private workouts

CloCkwise from top left  in this bedroom, a black-and-white print by richard du toit hangs above a dressing table; the leather-upholstered bed 
rest was thought up by Browne after seeing a similar design upholstered in green velvet; the pool looking out over the bush; sleek wooden-bathroom 
cabinets were designed by architect nick plewman and made by squara woodcrafts; a cushion printed with a david Ballam image of an uprooted aloe
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